ROYAN DRUG MONOG NYIS (Six ornaments and Two Excellent) reproduces ancient scrolls (1670 A.D.) depicting Buddha, Nagaloka, Aryadutra, Asanga, Vasumandali, Dignaga, Dhammakirti, Gampapa, and Sakyaptapha. Reproductions are as now originals today after 100 years of display and were with an attempt at restoration or retouching. The exposition in English presents the iconographical niceties and the theme of the paintings, namely, the Mahayana Philosophy. The treatment is designed to meet the needs of the general reader with an interest in the Trans-Himalayan art or Mahayana. A glossary in Sanskrit – That is a key to place names and a note on source material are appended. Illustrated with five colour plates and thirteen monochromes. (English text). Folio 54 pub. 1962.

Price Sikh binding Rs. 200/-
Paper binding Rs. 150/-

Our latest Publication

SANG'S ROYAS STONG Subtitled Introduction to Mahayana iconography. This book of 75 pages (11 1/4 inches x 7 3/4 inches) contains 4 colour plates and more than 40 line drawings (sketches). Thick paper back with jacket depicting 33 Buddhas. Intended for the lay reader, this introductory account is based on original sources in Pali, Sanskrit and Tibetan. The basic concepts of thousand Buddhas is explained at length, while all important symbols and images in their various forms are presented from believers’ point of view. An art critic or academician will find the book worthy of perusal. (English text). Folio 75 pub. 1988.

Price Rs. 150/-